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DESIGN CENTER   BACK TO BASICS

“I had almost decided that I was not going to do it this year,” 
admits Alan Masters, AIFD, CFD winner of the 2016 Texas Cup. But 
after receiving a phone call from a friend chairing the competition, 
Alan was convinced to make the drive to Dallas and, unbeknownst 
to him, achieve a huge victory. Given that his career started by 
chance, perhaps this chance circumstance should not be too 
surprising. 

When Alan was working in a local church 33 years ago, a woman 
invited him down to her floral studio where she hired him on the 
spot. Ever since, Alan has maintained an exuberant passion and 
love for everything floral. But competing is a recent hobby for 
Alan, who began participating in competitions five years ago as 
a means of practicing for timed design in preparation to join the 
American Institute of Floral Designers (AIFD). After placing several 
times, he has competed in the National Alliance of Floral Associa-
tions (NAFA) Cup and, as mentioned above, placed first at the 
2016 Texas Cup.

Trending styles served as the theme for the Texas Cup competi-
tion, and Alan’s first piece incorporated an all-green arrangement 
designed for homes. He used fence wood and bicycle spokes to 
create an almost wall-like structure for the industrial portion. For 
the bridal component, Alan created a bouquet, boutonniere and 

corsage, tying the central theme together with lily 
grass to create lively, swooping motions. “It’s one 
of the few times I’ve walked out of a competition 
absolutely pleased with what I had done,” he says. 

In addition to his Texas Cup win, NAFA named 
Alan as its Designer of the Year for 2016, an honor 
that Alan is completely humbled to have won over 
other “phenomenal” arrangement designers, he 
says. “It’s one of the most proud moments in my 
life, but it’s also one of the most humbling experi-
ences I’ve been through,” Alan explains.

With such impressive achievements under his 
belt, it’s easy to wonder where the future will take 
Alan. He is currently pursuing Professional Floral 
Communicators International (PFCI) designation 
and is planning on competing next year at the Sylvia 
Cup, the longest-running live national floral industry 
competition. His other goals include competing 
in America’s Cup and attending the World Cup as 
America’s representative. 

Competing has personally impacted Alan by 
teaching him to accept good criticism, which he 
believes everyone needs to work on. “It makes you 
more mature because you have to get to a place 
that you’re able to take criticism from people if 
you’re going to compete. And that’s not always easy 
as a creative person to sit and listen to somebody 
rip apart your work, if you will, and tell you every-
thing that you did wrong. But that’s what happens in 
competition,” he says. 

In terms of what he sees ahead for the floral 
marketplace, Alan’s passion for the industry is driving 
him to expect more from florists. “I want to see it go 
and flourish again like it has in the past,” he says. For 
the future of the floral industry to thrive, he believes 
young people need to feel just as inspired as he did 
33 years ago. “It’s not about winning the trophy, it’s 
about just becoming better at what I do.” 

by Robin McLaughlin

Alan Masters, AIFD,  
CFD uses competitions  
to hone his craft
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Designer: Alan Masters, AIFD, CFD 
 
Experience: 33 years  
 
Exposure/Achievements: Houston Cup 
winner; Texas Cup and NAFA winner;  
1st place in Flowers to Wear at Mid 

America Cup. Serves as the first VP of  
Allied Florists of Houston and VP of Tele-

flora’s South Texas Unit. Is scheduled in April 
to design for an invitational Art in Bloom event 

called Floressence at the Houston Museum  
of Fine Art.
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